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New ways to play the consumer proposition

“About 65-70% of GDP growth is
driven by domestic consumption”
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Tim McKinlay, Director of the
Portfolio Management and
Monitoring group at Navis, told
AVCJ. “This is the business of
developing the ‘Super Ducks’ which
are at the top of the Value Chain of
all modern integrated processors
for ducks.”
With the Cherry Valley
acquisition, Bangkok Ranch
became the dominant supplier
of duck genetics and new breeds
worldwide, including to the China
market. “The business is exciting
because over many years Cherry
Valley has established a dominant
position with the very large Chinese
producers,” McKinlay continued.
“China is by far the world’s biggest
market for duck – probably 7080% of the total – and as food
safety and cost-efficiency have
become relatively more important,
commercial processors have taken
over production.”
“Cherry Valley has retained control
of the top-rung of the chain [the
‘elite’ stock] and therefore physical
control of the IP,” he concluded. With
Cherry Valley’s dominant market
position in the supply of this genetic
material, “growth will come from the
continued industrialization of the
market … as consumers continue
to demand increased levels of food
safety.”
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